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ABSTRACT
Given the material nature of data physicalization, their creators
need to make many design decisions, including material choices
and scale. Our study explores the impact of scale in physicalization,
motivated by the assumption that size can affect user experience.
We created two different physicalizations (for the same dataset)
in three sizes each, and evaluated the resulting six objects with a
questionnaire approach and interviews. Our findings highlight that
scale needs to be chosen wisely given its impact on representation
legibility (ease of viewing and understanding) and affordances for
interaction. We discuss factors to take into account when designing
large-scale physicalizations and in further research on the poten-
tial role of scale in physicalizaton. In particular, we argue that for
large-scale physicalizations, scale should matter and communicate
meaning, for instance, supporting an intuitive understanding of
magnitudes, or a specific experience. Thus, scale needs to be an
explicit design decision, that interacts with other design parameters.
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1 INTRODUCTION
If we think of data representation, we normally think of visual-
izations. But what if data moved off the screen, with 3D physical
shape and materiality, into the world, so we could touch it, hold it
in our hands, feel it – or navigate the data by moving around it?
This is the field of data physicalization, which has become a shared
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topic of interest across InfoViz, HCI, but also in Design and the Arts
[11, 12, 14].

Figure 1: Close-up on two of the models made for the study.

Given the material nature of physicalizations, which do not have
the inherent fluidity of purely digital representations, their creators
need to make many conscious design decisions, including material
choice and scale/size (cf. [20]). Parameters such asmateriality, shape,
color, and so on may all influence appearance and thus legibility
of data physicalizations, as well as user experience. Indeed, some
physicalizations are intentionally large, sometimes approaching
architectural scale. In the arts, overall size of an object/installation
is used as an expressive instrument.

As physical representations share the same physical space with
users, unlike objects on a screen, it is to be assumed that these will
be experienced differently depending on how our body relates to
them. This is inspired by phenomenological discourse in architec-
ture on the role of the body and kinesthetics in our experiences
of space and physical structures, and neuropsychological evidence
on enactive perception in architectural experience [26, 35, 49]. We
know from the Arts that scale influences the viewing experience
[4, 37]. The role of scale on experience is also an explicit concern
in media architecture [1, 33]. This motivates the question whether
a larger representation is experienced differently, impacting on an
audience’s reaction to its message. Moreover, smaller data physical-
izations may be hand-held and can be brought to the eye and turned
around, while large-scale constructions may require the viewer to
navigate around the object. Thus, size impacts affordances for ac-
tion, e.g. the ability to perceive objects (viewing angle, ability to
navigate) or to manually handle them. This may further influence
the user experience and the ability to interpret a representation.
We here begin to study these issues, with size (or scale) as a design
factor for a comparative study.

We developed two alternative data representations based on a
data set and realized both in three sizes, from hand-held to 1m
height. We aimed for a fairly neutral design that would not be too
artistic, but still unlike traditional visualizations. The six resulting
constructions were located at public places and 85 members of
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the public were recruited to explore one object and respond to a
questionnaire. For deeper insight, another eight people experienced
one design in all three sizes in a semi-structured interview.

We contribute to a deeper understanding of physicalization de-
sign and the factors influencing user experience. Our experiences
highlight that it is difficult to only alter size as an independent
variable, as scaling a material design often requires changes in
materials and construction. This is an important lesson for future
work. We found that smaller representations tend to be easier to
‘take in’ visually and to manually interact with, and this inclined
participants to prefer them over larger versions. Larger sizes were
rated as impressive and better suited for public settings. We discuss
that viewability needs to be considered in design of physicalization,
and that large scale should be purposefully chosen to create extra
value from scale. We further provide suggestions for future research
on the role of scale and experience.

2 BACKGROUND
We introduce data physicalization and its characteristics, benefits
and limitations identified so far. We then focus on the role of scale,
discussing prior work from adjacent areas.

2.1 Data Physicalization
Jansen et al. [24] define ‘physicalization’ (analogous to ‘visualiza-
tion’) as ‘physical artefacts whose geometry or material properties
encode data’. This is an emerging topic [12, 13, 54] across Infor-
mation Visualization, HCI, ambient displays, tangible interaction,
the arts and design [3, 9, 15, 18, 21, 23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 41]. Current
research [13, 24] begins to systematically investigate how physical-
izations are understood by people, and to establish design principles.

Similar to tangible interfaces [42], physicalizations do not have
the infinite flexibility of digital representations with different data
views. But their physicality lends physical presence and persis-
tence, supporting motor memory, and affordances for interaction
[42]. Benefits are seen in greater active and multimodal sensory
perception than with traditional 2D-visualizations [21, 24, 46]. Phys-
icalizations leverage natural 3D stereo-vision with perfect depth
of field [53], and enable direct touch. This supports cognition, in
particular spatial cognition (via active exploration) when tangible
objects are touched, held, handed around, watched at eye level.
They thus can support data understanding for laypeople, convey-
ing statistics in a less abstract way. The ability to touch ‘data’ can
improve memory of information, in particular for extreme items
[44], increase engagement [9, 18, 27], and efficiency in retrieving
information [23]. Moreover, physicalizations are ideal for ambient
data displays and can be embedded in the context they provide
information on [56]. Overall, current work highlights advantages
for interactive exploration, but also identifies limitations in terms
of the ease, for instance, of reading accurate values and ambiguities
as to what aspect of a shape is relevant [25].

Because of these benefits, physicalization is often used in data
communication and education, especially to raise public awareness
of topics [13], either as demonstration medium, or as standalone
representation. Many physicalizations in museums, galleries and
public places rely on the audience to see, examine, and interpret
them. Examples include the walkable landscape of ‘Blood Swept

Land and Sea of Red’ [11], Adrien Segal’s ephemeral, melting ice
sculpture ‘Grewingk Glacier’ [41], Orbacles [30], etc. Many other
examples can be found on the data physicalization wiki [54].

Most current work in physicalization translates conventional rep-
resentations, such as bar charts, into 3D materiality, and evaluates
effectiveness and efficiency of conveying information [23, 25, 44].
But vande Moere (who proposed the notion of ’data sculpture’
[31, 59]) suggests there may be unique qualities for how people
engage with data, affording “communication of much richer, multi-
faceted and interpretative meanings than just quantitative values”
[32]. UX aspects of physicalization remain under-studied. Wang et
al. [53] also argue that speed of analysis and accuracy should not
be the only parameters for assessing data representations, given
that many physicalizations from the arts and design tradition in-
tend to raise curiosity, provide surprise, or create an emotional
connection and impact. This motivates our work here, which inves-
tigates whether physicalization size influences user experience. In
particular, it would be interesting whether larger size can convey a
stronger ‘message’, with more emotional or cognitive impact.

2.1.1 Small (Hand-Held) versus Large Physicalizations. With physi-
cal objects, size is perceived by the viewer in relation to their own
body [50, 51]. Many data physicalizations developed within HCI
and in design tend to be hand-held size, and often are 3D-fabricated
(see figure 2, middle and right). Work includes data sculpture neck-
laces depicting air quality, 3D-printed chocolate of physical activity
logs, Lego for activity logging, 3D-printed bar charts of country in-
dicators or of physical activity data [45]; and the emerging practice
of data knitting includes scarfs and larger creations such as blan-
kets and throws (see http://dataphys.org/list). Such physicalization
may also be interactive and involve other modalities [7, 14, 52, 52].
Larger constructions for data physicalization are rarer and tend
to be actuated 3D-surfaces, such as MIT’s inFORM project and its
successors [15, 34], which can be described as furniture-size.

In the Arts, large physicalizations are far more common, in-
cluding objects at architectural scale, room-sized setups, objects
of super-human size, and furniture-sized objects. The installation
‘Blood Swept Lands and Seas of Red’ [11] at the Tower of London
represented fallen soldiers in WW1 with a sea of ceramic poppies.
‘Orbacles’ [30] are 30-ft. steel sculptures showing the impact of
climate change on bird species. ‘Mount Fear’ [39] shows an eleva-
tion map of London crime rates as a walkable room-sized sculpture
(figure 2 left). ‘Of all the People in all the World’ [8] maps each
person with a grain of rice, assembled to heaps, to convey statistics
of huge numbers.

2.2 The Role of Scale for Data Physicalization
Scale refers to the overall size of the entire object. With physi-
calizations, scale is an explicit, immutable design decision (unless
extreme forms of shape-change are used). Despite it being a central
design decision, the role of scale has rarely been investigated in data
physicalization research so far. We therefore also look at related
fields, which study and discuss issues related to scale or size.

2.2.1 Scale in Physicalization and Shape-Change. In the emerging
field of shape-changing interfaces [2, 10, 15, 34, 38] (which overlaps
with data physicalization), shape-change is often used to create a
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Figure 2: Examples of data physicalization. From room-sized: Mount Fear shows London crime rates as a large elevation map
(© Abigail Reynolds, with permission) [39], to small: country indicators over time (from: [24]). These can also be interactive:
The Dataseeds by Dulake and Gwilt [14] translate data on falls at age 50-89, where surface area of the wing is determined by
the data, which influences spin and fall speed when dropped (own photo).

3D moving data representation. So far, it has treated change of scale
or size mostly as a technical problem, necessitated by the need to
depict changes of variables, often relying on pin-based displays.
In their overview of grand challenges in shape-change research,
Alexander et al. [1] mention investigating the “impact of scale and
resolution” on how well users can detect and distinguish changes
and on user experience as open research challenges.

Stusak [45] mentions scalability as a challenge when the value
range for data to be 3D-printed is not known beforehand, or if
there are extreme values (variation in small values as well as larger
variations). In such cases, the scale of a 3D-print has implications
for which part of the data can be more easily inspected (given
physicalizations cannot be zoomed in and out). Jansen et al. [25]
conducted what is apparently so far the only systematic study of
the impact of scale/size, investigating effects on the ability to read
and compare data values. Their findings highlight that change in 3D
size is not always perceived linearly. Participants were successfully
able to compare the height of 3D bars (and comparing volume of 3D
squares is doable). But with spheres of different sizes, volume and
diameter change at different levels. The first problem this creates is
that it is unclear which of the two to ‘read’ as data parameter. More-
over, while participants were able to compare diameter (although
not as good as for the bars), error rates in comparing volume were
high. Thus, when encoding data in 3D objects, care needs to be
taken in the mapping of object parameters to be clear and easy
to decipher and compare. Both publications focus on relative size
within one physicalization and the influence on legibility, rather
than on wider experience effects of its overall scale.

2.2.2 Scale as an Explicit Design Element in the Arts and Architecture.
Disciplines outside HCI have a longer history of considering scale,
in particular in relation to the human body [4]. Both the Arts and
Architecture use scale as an explicit design element.

In the Arts, scale is known to influence viewing experience,
and artists often choose extreme scale as an ‘expressive element’,
shrinking the viewer to change their relationship to the depicted
object, or miniaturizing the latter to invite intimate inspection [37],
contrasting or exaggerating scale as a design statement [4]. Scale
as a relational element has the viewer’s body as reference [4] (see
[50, 51]) and, according to Puric, “directs attention to the relation

between a work and location or place” [37]. The latter is related to
what could be termed situatedness [42] or embeddedness [56].

In architecture, phenomenological discourse on the role of the
body and of kinesthetics in our experience of space and physical
structures emphasizes the relation between body and architecture
(and thus implicitly of scale) and the implications for perception
and action. Pallasmaa writes: “Understanding architectural scale
implies the unconscious measuring of the object or the building
with one’s body and of projecting one’s body scheme into the space
in question” [35] and notes that our experience is shaped by bodily
reaction [35]. Moreover, based on evidence from neuropsychology,
Jelić et al. [26] argue “that we engage with architecture through
embodied action” and that sculptural and architectural objects are
perceived and understood in terms of the opportunities for action
they provide. Thus, physical size can have perceptual and affec-
tive impact, for instance, large structures may be experienced as
impressive or as towering, or as spacious and generous.

Media-architecture, a field between architecture and HCI, also
takes account of scale, for instance regarding micro and macro level
interaction, where the macro level tends to refer to urban places
and city scale [1, 33].

2.2.3 Physical Manipulation and Navigation. Scale is a relational
element with the user’s body as reference point [4, 26, 35, 37, 50, 51].
Therefore we can distinguish between hand-held size, medium scale
(too large to be hand-held, up to small furniture size), human-size,
and architectural scale. Many benefits of physicalization discussed
earlier (such as interaction affordances, haptic memory, active ex-
ploration) apply for a scale that can be physically manipulated and
rotated, that is, for hand-held-sized objects. The dataseeds [14]
(figure 2 right) only reveal spin and fall speed when dropped, and
thus rely on being small enough to be picked up. With large physi-
calizations (at furniture, body or architectural scale), the viewers
themselves need to navigate around the object. Physical scale thus
changes the affordances for action and perception.

Many known limitations of 3D visualisations do not hold for
physicalizations. Wang et al. [53] argue that, regardless of size, dif-
ferent to screen-based 2D and 3D-visualizations, physicalizations
are true 3D structures. They allow for stereo-vision and can be ex-
plored from multiple perspectives through an observer’s movement
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(rotating the object or navigating around it), and can potentially
engage all senses [53]. This includes the tactile sense. Actively
touching an object reveals a multitude of properties, and memory
of the experience can endure for days [28]. Beyond added informa-
tion, touch creates an emotional connection – people like touching
[17, 18, 53]. Data sculpture and tangible forms of data represen-
tations have been found to stimulate discussion and support col-
laborative information discovery [9, 18]. Khot et al. [27] observed
that when viewing and handling 3D-printed objects of their own
physical activity data, people gained a better sense of it and had
stronger emotional connections than with visualizations.

While the impact of handling physical objects has begun to be
explored, the wider influence of scale has been mostly ignored. It
is open whether people also want to touch larger-scale objects in
order to explore them; besides, with truly large objects, it will be
impossible to touch all of it. Similarly, affordances for navigation
(and its effort) change with size. We will return to these questions
in our discussion, as our study found effects on the ability to view,
navigate, and physically handle the physicalizations.

2.2.4 The Effect of Screen Size . Scale as a factor has only been
rarely addressed in HCI research – with purely virtual, digital rep-
resentations this is not a pressing issue, apart from questions about
the ideal size of hand-held devices (see e.g. [29]). A cluster of related
prior HCI research systematically investigates the effect of screen
size for interactive visualization.

Even with identical viewing angle (same space taken up in visual
image), larger screens (set further away) were found to result in
better spatial orientation and higher sense of presence [47]. Fur-
thermore, Ball et al. [6] found that access to a large display appears
to make people rely more on bodily movement in navigation strate-
gies, and that physical navigation tends to be more efficient than
virtual navigation (zooming etc.), as it retains overview while view-
ing detail. The kinesthetic and proprioceptive cues generated by
physical navigation support spatial recall and memory [3, 48, 58],
in particular if items are persistent in space [48]. Evidence is not
consistent, though. Jakobsen and Hornbæk [40] found that visual
search speed for targets on large screens was impaired if partic-
ipants could not see the entire space at once. People preferred a
screen that fits their field of view. Physical, direct interaction has
further been found to decrease performance, being slower than
indirect action (mouse or pad), albeit supporting spatial memory;
moreover, the higher effort resulted in lower user satisfaction [58].

In research on screens, larger scale is usually utilized for higher
resolution, more detail, focus+context etc., with dynamic and in-
teractive visualizations. It is unclear whether findings generalize
to physicalization, in particular as they do not relate to the repre-
sentation itself, but to its conveyor, the screen. Nevertheless, there
is likely overlap, and some findings, e.g. physical navigation and
manipulation supporting spatial memory, coincide with findings
for data physicalization.

3 TWO PHYSICALIZATIONS - DESIGN AND
SCALING

We created two designs for the same underlying data set. Two
designs would allow for wider insight and comparison. As data to
be represented, a list of documented extinct species fromWikipedia

was chosen [55]. The topic was selected as it is of public interest
and might create an affectiv response. While not a comprehensive
record from what is estimated to be a much larger number [36], this
list includes those species well documented. The last thousand years
were extracted as data, and tabulated as numbers. The timeline was
then segmented into decades and centuries.

Yau proposes that good data visualization should allow users “to
see trends, patterns, and outliers that tell you about yourself and
what surrounds you” [57, p.xi]. A core design rationale was thus
clarity and readability, with a fairly neutral and abstract design (that
directly shows the data). Nevertheless, this should be aesthetically
different from traditional charts.We refer to the two representations
as Design A (white threads) and B (the hoops). We describe the
general design and then the design rationale, before detailing how
these were fabricated.

Design A (figure 3) depicts a fairly traditional bar chart timeline
in 10-year steps. Each decade (1020s to 2010s) is represented by a
white vertical thread, laid chronologically from left to right in a
rectangular frame. Horizontal translucent nylon threads hold these
in place, for more stability. The chart’s scales are inscribed in the
frame (or attached, see photos): decades on the X-Axis, and numbers
of documented extinctions in units for the Y-Axis. The length of a
thread indicates the amount of extinctions: a shorter thread (from
top-down) means more species went extinct. The data is shown as
gaps in the weave, thus using emptiness (missing white thread) as
a metaphor for the loss of biodiversity.

Design B (figure 4) segments the data in centuries from 12th
to 21st. Each century is depicted by a hoop (ten in total), hung
from a supporting structure (a wooden stick). Red threads are laid
randomly across each hoop, where each thread represents a species
gone extinct. The idea is that each hoop provides a snapshot (what
happened in a century), but one can look at them from the side
in a summative view (figure 5). The increasing number of threads
allows to see how extinction is not just a matter of a certain time
period, but the loss in biodiversity is additive and effects continue
into the future. The metaphorical value of this design lies in the red
thread reminding of the lifeblood of species. Another aspect is that
despite being a static representation, its segments can be moved
and inspected, to see and compare particular snapshots.

3.1 Design Rationale
Even if this is not immediately visible, Design A is a fairly standard
data representation (basically a flipped bar chart) and does not
make use of 3D. With Design B, we aimed for a less conventional,
innovative and curiosity-raising representation that would extend
into 3D, but should nevertheless be abstract as well as directly
encode the data so it is easy to read once the mapping is known.

Our data source covers 100 decades. Design A shows the number
of extinct species as a gap in the thread for every 10-year period,
which allows to see the time lapse as a ‘broken’ weave. The design
decisions for Design B of movable pieces in the third dimension
and of representing each extinct species as a thread called for less
granular data aggregation. 100 hoops would be far too unwieldy
as a construction (taking up a lot of space, hard to build), as well
as getting too complex, thus not lending itself to exploration and
seeing evolution through time. Thus, we decided to aggregate the
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Figure 3: Design A. Photos of the largest (1,5x1m) version, the medium (0,84x0,5m) and smallest version (0,32x0,21m) (being
held up). For better comparison, the diagram on the right shows the designs in relation to a human body.

Figure 4: Design B. Bottom row: Photos from smallest (0,32x0,10m) being held by hand over medium (1,00x0,32) to largest
(1,50x0,75m) version. Top row: Diagram of all design versions (because of the high 3D nature of the object this shows size
horizontally and in depth for the hoops) in relation to a human body.

data by century, resulting in 10 hoops. As can be seen in the photos
in figure 4, this results in a representation that is fairly quick to
visually grasp. Both designs have a clear mapping that is easy to
decipher (evading the problem highlighted by Jansen et al. [25] of
3D volume being hard to compare), encoding the data in the length
of thread or the number of threads on a hoop, respectively.

The designs are based on two different metaphors. Design A uses
a subtractive approach: “peaceful” white and ordered threads are
increasingly cut off. Emptiness here reminds of the reduction of
diversity and its irreversibility. In contrast, Design B displays this
as additive damage, as more and more chaotically laid red threads
(figure 5). These nevertheless are abstract metaphors (instead of
something very direct and visceral, such as using animal bones or

a picture of each species) and each design only employs one such
metaphor.

Our goal was not to compare the two designs as such, but to
investigate the effect of scaling them, and to do this with very differ-
ent representations with roughly comparable information density
(in terms of being similarly easy to ‘read’). Using two designs al-
lowed us to compare results, enabling us to better discriminate
between reactions related to the design itself and relating to scale.
Moreover, we deliberately did not develop an interactive physi-
calization, as this could detract from the study focus, creating a
novelty effect, as well as requiring unnecessary (for our purposes)
effort and complexity in building the objects.
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Figure 5: Design B (medium) as a summative view, from past
to presence, shows more and more threads of extinction.

Table 1: Dimensions for each object: height x width, width
referring to frame length, for Design B also frame diameter.

Design A Design B
Large 1m x 1,5m 0,75m x 1,5m, Ø 0,75m
Medium 0,50m x 0,84m 0,32m x 1,0, Ø 0,32
Small 0,21m x 0,32m 0,10m x 0,32m, Ø 0,10

3.2 Three Scales per Design
We built three scale versions per design, resulting in six objects (see
figure 3 and 4). Both small versions are hand-held, and the medium
can also be handled. The largest version was initially planned to be
human-size, but given the need for stability and portability in order
to evaluate the constructions in public settings, the dimensions
were reduced to 1m and smaller height (see table 1); this ’large’
version thus corresponds is effectively furniture sized and not of
architectural scale.

All objects were built by hand, from crafts material and other
purchased materials. For design A, three very similar versions were
created. Each scale had thread of different thickness (wool and
yarn), roughly scaling the design proportions. For design B, the
threads, similar to design A, were from wool and yarn of different
thickness. Design B posed construction challenges that required
some compromise in scaling. The small version was built first.
When building the medium size, the hoop wire began to have
difficulty maintaining its (circle) form. This version had a cleaner
attachment of threads to the hoop than the small version, which
was later noticed and commented on by participants. For the large
version, the hoop wire proved too weak to maintain shape. Thus, we
purchased more stable plastic hoops to use (these were the closest
available to the desired scaled-up size). Unfortunately, compared to
the smaller versions, these were much thicker in proportion to the
threads, and thus far more visible than the smaller hoops. Thus, the
result of scaling was not as satisfactory as for design A, influencing
our findings, as we will discuss.

4 USER STUDIES
A between-groups questionnaire study with 85 respondents pro-
vided ratings for all 6 objects. For deeper insight, this was aug-
mented with a smaller number of interviews, where interviewees
experienced all three versions of a design.

4.1 A Questionnaire Study in Public Spaces
We recruited members of the public at public spaces (figure 6). Each
object was placed individually at a location, and 12 to 15 participants
were recruited per object as convenience sample. There were six
locations in total. We sought out high-traffic areas such as bus
stops, the train station, or recreational areas, where passers-by
might have spare time. Also, transportability was a factor. Design
A was shown mostly in outside public spaces. Design B, which
was more voluminous and unwieldy even at medium scale, was
mostly shown in closed, indoor spaces related to the University (e.g.
the Mensa), resulting in a younger demographic (no respondents
aged over 60). The larger structures were placed on the floor, the
medium-sized versions were placed on a table (design B) or a low
wall (around 0,40m high, design A), and the smaller structures were
directly handed to participants.

One researcher set up each object for 2-4 hours at a site. An A4
printed sign “Species extinctions” (in English and German) was
put by its side, with a smaller subtitle indicating this was a study
for Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. In total, 85 passers-by took part,
often effectively self-recruiting by approaching the objects driven
by curiosity, in particular for the medium and large scale. For the
hand-held size versions, most respondents had to be approached
directly. Anybody who then declared willingness to participate in
the study, first received an explanation of what the represented data
referred to (species extinction over time) and then the questionnaire
was introduced. Verbal comments from respondents were noted
down in writing, omitting any recording. Once the participant was
done, we attempted to recruit the next person.

Each object was rated by 12 to 15 respondents. 49 participants an-
swered the German, and 36 the English version of the questionnaire.
Doing so took 5 minutes maximum. We asked only basic demo-
graphic information. 42 respondents were female, 42 male and one
chose not to identify. The biggest age group (55) were young adults
(age 18 to 34), followed by 35-59-year-olds (18 respondents). The
first set of questions asked on a 5-point Likert scale (these focus on
data understanding and engagement with the topic):

• I understand the represented data (Comprehensible)
• I think the information displayed is interesting
• This makes me feel concerned about the extinction of species
(Concerning)

• This makes me want to inform myself better on the subject
(Research-worthy)

• This makes me want to take action on the matter (Action-
worthiness)

The second part contained the short version of the AttrakDiff
questionnaire, (taken from [5]). We selected the AttrakDiff as it is an
established UX questionnaire that focuses on awide range of aspects
and assessment criteria in user experience: pragmatic quality (i.e.
usability and usefulness), hedonic quality (style, but also emotional
needs, such as stimulation and identity) and attractiveness [16, 19].
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Figure 6: Some examples of versions on-location, from the local park over a city square to the University canteen/Mensa.

Figure 7: Participants exploring the 3 versions of Design B (left, right) and Design A (middle).

It is a measurement instrument based on semantic differentials
(opposing adjectives). Respondents rate the product/object on a
range of seven steps for each adjective-pair (such as confusing-
clear, unimaginative-creative). While the full version has 28 items,
the short version consists of 10, resulting in a shorter questionnaire,
which better suits our setup with respondents recruited in-situ in
public locations.

The first section of the questionnaire was analyzed based on
average scores. For the AttrakDiff, averages were calculated and
adjusted to the negative and positive value scale proposed by the
AttrakDiff website. We furthermore calculated standard deviations
for all items of both questionnaires to determine agreement in
ratings (this is normally not done for the AttrakDiff).

Our study is a between-groups study. Moreover, all respondents
saw only one version of one design. Our findings are thus based
on descriptive statistics which can only indicate trends and are vul-
nerable to chance effects. Moreover, the location might influence
responses (context) and yield different demographics (e.g. Univer-
sity canteen = students). We checked for the latter by analyzing
responses according to age group and could not find any systematic
differences in responses.

4.2 Semi-structured Interviews
To reveal deeper and richer insight into a viewer’s experience of
the representations at different scales, we also organized six semi-
structured interviews, where participants were invited to investi-
gate the three versions of a design. Two interviews involved pairs (8
interviewees in total). Participants were mostly students, recruited
by approaching them personally (4 women and 4 men, aged 22 to
37). Based on our experiences from the questionnaire study, we
decided to focus on Design B, which was faster to understand and
enabled viewers to focus on trends. Nevertheless, we also ran two

interviews with Design A. Overall, two interviews (3 people) were
done with Design A, and four interviews (5 people) with Design B.

A quiet and secluded room was chosen so the interview would
be undisturbed. All versions of a design were present in the room,
laid around (see figure 7). The largest stood on its own (design A)
or on a separate table at eye level (design B) while the medium and
small sized were placed on a table next to the chairs of participants.
Participants were explained the data represented and instructed of
what the study would entail, and then invited to look around and
to manipulate the three versions. They then read and signed the
consent form. Once they were comfortable, audio-recording was
activated. First, we asked participants for their preference for one
version (i.e. scale), and then they were interviewed along similar
themes as in the first section of the questionnaire, probing into how
they felt the three versions differed, e.g. which one was easier to
comprehend, more attractive, where they could imagine them to be
used, if one made them think about species extinction more than
the others, etc. When interviewees had no further thoughts, the
interview was ended and the participant thanked. The audio was
transcribed and coded for analysis. The interviewer also took notes
on the bodily behavior of the interviewees.

Interviews lasted 10 to 20 minutes, and participants were free to
roam the room to inspect the objects. Only three people stood up
to look closer at the larger piece, while all of them held the smaller
version in their hands at some point. The medium-size was often
pointed at, but not directly touched during discussions.

5 FINDINGS
Against our original assumption that larger size would have the
most impact, we found that overall the medium sized versions of
both designs received the most favorable responses. We present
results from questionnaires, before reporting interview findings.
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Figure 8: Ratings for Design A: The medium version was
rated slightly better than the others apart for ’concerning’.
The small version fared worst on almost all criteria.

Figure 9: Ratings for Design B: The medium version fared
slightly better on all criteria apart for comprehensibility.
The large version was rated worst on most criteria.

5.1 Questionnaire Results
Given the comparatively small number of respondents, who each
only saw one version of one design, questionnaire results need to
be interpreted with caution. In the first part of the questionnaire,
the medium scale of both designs fared slightly better than the
small and large version on most of the criteria (being understand-
able/comprehensible, interesting, raising concern about extinction,
raising desire to learn more, and impetus for action) (figures 8 + 9).
For Design A, the smallest scale (dark blue) fared worst, whereas
for Design B, the largest scale (yellow) fared worst. None of the
designs made people more inclined to act on species extinction,
with responses hovering close to ‘undecided’.

Agreement on ratings was highest for the medium version of
design A (in order of questionnaire items: SD= 0.67, 0.45, 0.78, 0.79,
0.93), with an average SD over all items of 0.72). Rating agreement
for both small versions was slightly lower with an average SD of
0.8 (for A-Small: SD= 0.82, 0.8, 0.76, 0.78, 0.87) (for B-Small: SD=
0.64, 0.52, 0.98, 1.1, 0.74). Agreement regarding the rating of B-
Medium and A-Large was lower, but still with an average SD<1
(for B-Medium: SD= 0.97, 0.83, 1.1, 0.64, 0.99, average SD=0.91) (for

A-Large: SD= 0.8, 0.63, 0.83, 1.35, 1.12, average SD=0.95).1 For B-
Large, respondents agreed the least on any of the questionnaire
items, with standard deviation for all items >1,0, and an averaged
SD=1.27) (in order of questions: 1.27, 1.11, 1.47, 1.08, 1.47).

B-Large thus had both the worst overall rating and the least
agreement on ratings. A-Medium had the highest rating of design
A versions and the overall highest agreement. Participants also had
comparatively good agreement on the low rating for A-Small.

Figure 10 and 11 show the standard AttrakDiff representation
for comparing objects.2 According to AttrakDiff ratings, the large
version (light green) of design A fared best, closely followed and
occasionally surpassed by the medium size (figure 10). The small
version fared worst on all categories (dark blue line), with up to
almost two points difference on the 7-point rating scale. For design B
(figure 11), the smallest version (dark purple) was rated somewhat
better on most criteria, but no pattern was found for the other
versions, and overall, differences in ratings are less pronounced as
for design A. Overall, A-Small was rated worst of all.

Although not normally done for the AttrakDiff, we calculated
Standard Deviations. Whereas the previous part of the question-
naire was on a 5-part Likert scale, this is on a range of 7. For design
A, the small version (rated worst) had the highest overall agreement
across AttrakDiff categories (averaged St.Dev =1.23; 4 items with
SD < 1, another 2 with SD <1.2, and 3 items with SD>1.5), thus
there was a tendency for high agreement on a low rating (we can
trust the dark blue line for most categories). The medium version
also had good agreement (averaged St.Dev =1.33; 3 items with SD <
1, and 3 items with SD>1,5). The large version had the least agree-
ment (averaged St.Dev =1.43, 4 items with SD<1.2, and 5 items with
SD>1.5). Both for A-Medium and A-Large, participants tended to
disagree on the item cheap-premium (SD=2.06 and 2.09).

For design B, the small and medium version had also good
agreement (B-Small: averaged St.Dev =1.25; 3 items with SD<1,
and 4 items with SD>1,5) with the medium version having the
most consistent ratings (B-Medium: averaged St.Dev =1.21; 3 items
SD<=1.1, only 1 item with SD>1.5). B-Large had the most diver-
gence in ratings (averaged St.Dev =1.57; only 2 items with SD <=
1.1., and 7 items with SD>1.5), with the least agreement for practical-
impractical and stylish-tacky (SD=1.98 and 1.9). The lack of a clear
pattern in ratings for design B shown in figure 11 is thus aggravated
by lack of agreement for B-Large (yellow line).

Most participants initially struggled with the concept of semantic
scales and were confused about some adjectives, needing further ex-
planation. In particular, pairs such as “predictable – unpredictable”
did not seem to apply, being more suited for interactive products.
Furthermore, a few participants believed data fromWikipediamight
be unreliable, causing skepticism towards the data.

Despite its similarity to standard bar charts, design A overall
needed more explanation. Design B, on the other hand, was very
quickly understood. Furthermore, with design A, people tended to

1One participant who rated B-Medium appeared to be a statistical outlier who felt
neither concerned about species extinction after seeing the data nor found the infor-
mation interesting, giving ratings 2 Likert points away from all other respondents –
this skews SD given low number of participants. For A-Large, one participant was
unconcerned, not wanting to inform themselves better or to take action, in contrast to
all others. These people might not care about the topic or, on the contrary, be already
well informed so our data representation did not make them (more) concerned.
2Note that AttrakDiff graphs do not show standard deviations.
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Figure 10: AttrakDiff Ratings for A-Small are consistently
left (worse) of the other lines. The difference between the
mediumand large version ismarginal. (PQ = pragmatic qual-
ities, HQ = hedonic qualities, ATT = attractiveness)

Figure 11: AttrakDiff Ratings for design B. Here the small
versionwas rated somewhat better than the others, but there
is no clear pattern.

talk about the raw data, whereas design B also elicited comments
on the topic itself and its impact, raising comments and questions,
such as, “What happened here, in the 20th century?” and “That seems
sad”. These observations motivated us to focus on design B for the
interview study.

5.2 Findings from comparative interviews
Our insights from the interviews, where participants could see
all three scale versions of one design and interact with them (see
figure 7), concern size preferences, legibility, and emotional impact.
Preferences for a scale version were frequently influenced by the
perceptual legibility of the representations, resulting from material
design properties and from the ability to view and ‘take in’ the
representation at once as well as the ability to navigate the data.

5.2.1 Size, Viewability and Navigability. The large versions of both
designs were experienced as ‘uncomfortable’, “too big” (P6). This
also meant that the annotations were too far away to read. In
particular, participants commented that the large versions could
not “be seen as a whole”, as one “needs to walk around” (P1) and
the information is not as “concentrated” (P1) or “compact” (P6) as

with the other versions. The large size apparently made comparison
difficult, as the eyes have to refocus on a data point at a time, then
move over to repeat, which results in losing overview: “(you) cannot
compare it in a whole image” and lose focus (P1). P7 remarked on
design A: “the biggest one, is too big for my eyes. I don’t know where
to concentrate, because of this scale”.

With design B, the medium-scale version was mentioned as
“suitable to look at as a whole” (P1) (or: “I can see the whole at once”
(P0 on design A)). P4 also discussed the medium version: “And you
can put yourself in like just one point of view and see through all the
circles as well”, emphasizing that this works best for the medium
version. Participants implied that it was easier to move around this
version to analyze the different perspectives: “you can go all around
[. . . ] and you can see like through it” (P4).

5.2.2 Size Preferences. Participants were asked for their prefer-
ence for a size version. For both designs, medium size was clearly
preferred (by 7 of 8 participants). As discussed above, the medium
version of both designs made it easiest to see the representation
all at once, and to navigate and view it from all sides. Furthermore,
especially for the medium version of design B, referred to as the
most ‘clear’ or ‘clean’, and described as ‘elegant’, the relative size
of threads and hoops worked best, whereas with the large version,
the physical hoops appeared to distract from the data (the threads)
(this could be interpreted as figure-ground).

Only P3 preferred the smallest version (of design B), aesthetically
and as data representation, andmentioned it had the best proportion
between hoop and thread size, talking later about the “size of the
hands”, while playing with the hoops. Most of the interviewees
for design B tended to play with the small version, to inspect or
talk about different states and views, making the hoops move and
turning the construction around to reveal different perspectives.
Other than this, participants did not show much appreciation for
either of the small-scale representations. P1 and P5 said it was “not
impressive” and “too small”. P7 found the small version of Design
A too dense: “everything is like vague, and one big mixture. I don’t
understand what I see.”

When talking about the topic or the data, people kept looking at
the medium scale representation, pointing at the hoops or threads.
They sometimes also used the small version to do so, but less so.
The large version was only referenced in this way when explicitly
mentioned (note: this might also be because it was placed on the
ground, furthest away, thus being out of physical reach, whereas
the other constructions were placed on the table).

5.2.3 When to Use – Large to Impress, Small Hard to Share. Despite
preferring the medium size version and finding the large version
uncomfortable to view, when talking about which version would
be best to impress other people, all suggested the largest scale. Two
participants referred to the large scale of design B as ‘surprising’.
It was imagined as an installation piece or sculpture for public
spaces. The smallest version was deemed unimpressive, and often
commented on as not shareable for small-group situations (P1: “too
small for everyone to look at” ), albeit it could work as a “conversation
piece” on a coffee table (P5).
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5.2.4 Emotional Impact. All found it difficult to emotionally con-
nect. This could be expected, given the representations were inten-
tionally abstract. One participant noted a potential conflict between
design aesthetics and message: “[. . . ] there’s a conflict between a
strong, something very sad, very. . . we should be concerned about, but
on the other hand it looks pretty” (P6). However, P0, P1, P2, P3 and
P4 mentioned that the physicalizations made them think about the
topic and wonder about a ‘jump’ in the 20th century, indicating cu-
riosity and concern. This concern appeared to be more intellectual
than emotional. P3 said “It helps me understand what happened (. . . ).
But it’s not like a shocking effect that it triggers in me, the necessity
to do something.” P4 commented on the representation as simple
and easy to remember, indicating a potentially lasting impact:

“But I think because it’s more simple and informative, it’s easy for
it to enter your mind. And because it’s very simple I think it’s easier
to memorize. I think I will always have the image of the threads in
my head when someone talks about extinct animals (. . . ). Because
it’s very clear (. . . ) it’s easy to memorize, in a way. I can feel that the
image is already stuck in my head.”

5.2.5 Influence of Material Design . The three version of design
B were built with different materials and, as a result, not exactly
proportional in scale. This clearly constitutes a limitation of our
study, since participants’ ratings and preferences were influenced
by this. Nevertheless, for future work these are important lessons,
as it was not evident from the outset how much this would impact
responses. P2 and P3 mentioned differences in roughness and the
relation of threads and hoops. P2 added that the thicker hoops of
the large version were distracting and “rough”. P5 said they were
“in the way of the data”. With the large version, the hoops are far
more prominent, which seemed to both distract from the threads
and to impact aesthetics. The small version was perceived as more
dense and ‘rougher’ than the medium version, with the threads
being thicker in relation to hoop diameter, and the fastening of
threads around the hoop more visible.

It was already mentioned that the movable hoops of design B
invited playful handling, especially for the small version. In contrast,
those interviewed with design A rarely picked up the construction,
and when doing so, acted rather carefully. This could be due to the
thin white thread, which makes the object look fragile; in addition,
there are no moving pieces that might invite fidgeting and play.

5.3 Summary Overview of Findings
The interviews allowed for a direct comparison of all three size
versions and provided rich data, participants giving a clear and
consistent response regarding their preferences. The questionnaires
do not give a clear picture, likely because participants only saw one
size version each, and due to the smallish survey. AttrakDiff ratings
only show a clear pattern for design A, where the visual design was
scaled more consistently than for design B. While insights from
interviews are clearer, the questionnaire study nevertheless was
valuable in informing our further approach, as well as providing
implications for further research.

Responses to the first part of the questionnaire, which focused
on informational value and impact on participants’ thinking, and
the preferences given in the interview as well as nonverbal refer-
ences (looking at/ pointing) made during interviews coincide for

both medium scale designs, as well as for B-Large and A-Small, but
contradict for A-Large (which did well in both questionnaire parts).
Both small versions were 2nd ranked in the interviews (neither pre-
ferred or disliked, but pointed at, and with B-Small, being ‘played’
with most, indicating good affordances for interaction). A-Small
did worst of all three sizes of design A in both questionnaire parts.
It was commented on as visually ‘dense’ and “vague” in interviews,
but otherwise received little explicit negative comments.

AttrakDiff responses do not correspond to interview preferences
(very clear for A-Large, B-Small and B-Medium). In particular, A-
Large was rated as more practical, clearer and predictable than the
small version, as more stylish and attractive, despite being rated
as less comprehensible in part 1 of the questionnaire. Interestingly,
both A-Large and B-Large had the least agreement in AttrakDiff
ratings (while being most disliked in interviews). This might be
partially influenced by the large versions being perceived as more
impressive (mentioned in interviews). This indicates that the At-
trakDiff’s focus on hedonic qualities and attractiveness can skew
preferences towards impressiveness, if participants see objects on
their own, without a comparison.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Resizing Material Design may not Scale
While evident in hindsight, it was not clear from the outset how
difficult it is to scale every aspect of a physicalization. Digital repre-
sentations can be scaled virtually, but material design can be hard
to scale up/down (a problem noted in prior research on installation
design [20], resulting in differences beyond scale, which compli-
cates or disables experimental comparisons (changing more than
one variable). This is important for future research on the impact
of scale. In our case, scaling required finding new materials, e.g.
thicker or thinner string, which then was not perfectly scaled or had
different appearance from its fabric, resulting in altered aesthetics
or perceived density of strings. Moreover, physical constructions
will often require changes in construction or material when resized,
to retain stability (in our case, the hoops) because physical forces
do not always behave linearly (scaling fallacy). What is stable in
a small model might require extra trusses and counterforts for a
large version, or different contours, or a change of materials, if the
construction method cannot be scaled (e.g. when the human-size
version of a 3D print cannot be 3D-printed anymore).

6.2 Which Scale is Best?
The role of size and scale for physical 3D representations has been
rarely focused on in HCI. Mirroring earlier findings regarding
screen size [40], the ability to see the entire physical represen-
tation at once, so that extreme values can be compared at a glance,
without ‘having to refocus’ or turn head or eyes, influences people’s
preferences. Despite not being huge, and our participants being al-
lowed to physically navigate around the objects, both large versions
were commented on as requiring more effort and being uncomfort-
able, and were therefore not preferred. They were only preferred in
case the goal would be to impress and attract attention (possibly an
underlying reason why design A-Large did well in the AttrakDiff,
which includes criteria on attractiveness and hedonic qualities).
Our findings indicate that the size of physicalizations needs to be
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well-chosen so as to not interfere with ease of perception (unless
this is deliberate).

6.2.1 Advantages of Smaller-Scale: Physical Handling . Besides of
being quicker to ‘take in’, that is, see at once, smaller physical-
izations enable the user to physically handle and quickly change
perspective by turning the object around. Participants particularly
liked handling the small andmedium size version of design B, which
allowed for manual exploration and possibly appealed to playful
interaction through the individually movable hoops.

As discussed earlier (section 2.2.3), research suggests that touch-
ing objects supports memory and creates emotional connection
[17, 18, 23, 27, 28, 43, 53]. A preference for smaller objects has also
been noted by Lee et al. [29] who investigated how the size of mo-
bile handheld devices affects users’ gestural interaction and their
preferences for a size option, with smaller handheld touchscreens
requiring less manual effort. For gestural interaction with screens,
kinaesthetic cues may support recall [48]. Pointing at something
and then refocusing was easy to do with the small and medium
size versions, but the large versions of both of our designs required
too much effort and did not provide good overview. The small and
medium scale versions thus had the advantages of being easier to
see ‘at once’, requiring less refocusing of the eyes, as well as being
easier to manually interact with.

6.2.2 When Might Large Scale Matter? For the reasons stated so
far, just scaling up a physicalization does not always work. For
large scale representations, effort needs to be taken to ensure it
is easily perceivable and supports comparisons or viewers’ focus
shifts. What distances do the eyes need to accommodate at, what
can be taken in at a glance, without turning the head?

This implies that with large-scale physicalizations, their scale
should matter and provide extra value – for instance being impres-
sive, attracting attention, or letting viewers experience things in
relation to their own body, contributing metaphorical meaning. As
existing large-scale physicalizations show, scale can contribute to
the interpretation of data. Knowing that in ‘Of all the People in
the World’ [8], each element is just a tiny corn of rice and seeing
that the resulting heaps are higher than a human body provides an
intuitive, embodied understanding of abstract numbers and mag-
nitude. Smaller grains, resulting in little heaps would not be as
striking and direct. In ‘Mount Fear’ [39], the mountains occlude
sight of the map. Similarly, the flow of poppies filling the Tower
of London in ‘Blood Swept Land’ [11] provides an image of being
surrounded by a sea of red ceramic poppies. Moreover, visitors
walk through the installation, where bodily navigation provides an
embodied understanding of distance and space. This creates a far
more visceral experience than if one would be looking at a minia-
ture version. Here scale emphasizes and renders abstract numerical
quantities concrete by putting them in relation to the viewer’s body.
Given most people struggle to understand large magnitudes, this is
a useful consideration for InfoViz aimed at a general public. Other
large scale structures in public spaces, such as Orbacles [30], at-
tract curiosity (aligning with our participant’s suggestion of using
large representations in museums). Other physicalizations might
be optimized for being hand-held and manipulated directly. Many
physicalizations of personal data are made to be held in the hands
[7, 27, 45], which corresponds to showing personal, intimate data.

In this context, it is interesting that participants were more likely
to physically explore the hoops of design B and that this design in
the questionnaire study evoked more comments on the topic and
its impact, whereas design B had people talk more about the data
as such (as numbers).

If the aim of data physicalization is to be a call to action, should
the scale which ensures a better understanding of the data be chosen
over a visually shocking one? It may well be that in the longer
run a more comprehensible model has a bigger impact than an
“impressive” one. This is an open question. Given the "performance-
preference dissociation" of preference often not being aligned with
performance [22, 58], future work should assess the memorability
of physicalization at different scale.

These considerations furthermore suggest that scale might not
be a parameter we can easily study in experimental studies, be-
cause several aspects (aesthetics, viewability, way of interaction)
are altered with a change of size, and longer-term effects need to be
investigated. When doing such studies, we need to carefully select
and design representations that ‘work’ at different scale and do not
lose viewability, or to focus instead on the qualitative experience
of a different scale. Comparisons might reveal trade-offs, where
one size is quicker and less effort to understand, whereas another
attracts more attention and is more memorable, or where one size
provides a better general overview whereas the other allows for
more active exploration of detail, or a smaller scale supports a more
analytic understanding, whereas a large scale might provide an
intuitive understanding of magnitudes.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work
Our work has only begun to explore the impact of scale. We de-
liberately did not develop an interactive physicalization, since this
would potentially detract from the focus of the study, creating too
much of a novelty effect, as well as introducing further confounds
into the generation of three different size versions. There are a
number of limitations to our study. First, it had a small number
of participants. A larger sample might result in clearer patterns in
questionnaire ratings. Having participants rate all scale versions
might further contribute to clearer patterns in ratings. In addition,
scaling the constructions was trickier than anticipated, resulting in
different execution and appearance, especially with design B. Also,
the large size for B constrained transport and placement, which
biased participant recruitment. Our designs were not made to read
exact values, but to allow an overview of the data. This worked
better for design B, where values were more freely interpreted by
users. To evaluate the readability of values at different scales, more
precise designs should be considered.

The rather noisy questionnaire data indicate that future studies
should take a comparative approach, letting participants compare
and rate all scale versions, in particular since impressive size may
skew responses for hedonic, aesthetic and pragmatic (usability)
aspects. For interviews, the study design should be adapted, for
instance focusing more on the data topic and analyzing which scale
representation is used and referred to most when talking about the
issue at stake, or used in which way, avoiding explicit questions
about preferences, which can suffer from post-hoc rationalization.
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Regarding our research question on the impact of scale, neither
the large version of design A nor Bwas really ‘architectural’, or truly
human-sized. Our study thus might not yet fully assess the impact
of size. Given a well-chosen design, we should therefore investigate
whether a truly LARGE size elicits a more emotional response or
deep engagement with the topic than a hand-held object. Further-
more, data representations with a higher metaphorical value might
have more emotional impact, which then might be experienced
differently at larger scale. Moreover, future work should investigate
whether a larger, more ‘impressive’ scale or a smaller version that
allows for hands-on exploration results in increased memorability
(and whether this refers to the overall topic and message, or to
details of the data).

7 CONCLUSION
With physical data representations, scale/size is clearly an impor-
tant design factor. Yet the role of scale has rarely been investigated
in data physicalization research so far. In particular, there has been
nowork studying its influence on user experience. Our study reveals
that indeed scale influences users’ reactions, but that its impact
on representation legibility and affordances for action needs to be
considered in design.While we have only begun to study the impact
of scale, our work highlights avenues for further research as well
as important design criteria, in particular the influence of scale on
legibility (ability to ‘take in’ as a whole, combined with being able
to attend to details, and to shift between overview and detail). More
research on the trade-offs of scale on visibility and navigability
is needed. Our work furthermore highlights the challenges and
confounds that make it difficult to study the impact of scale for
immersive physical data representations.

Firstly, our efforts revealed that it is very hard to accurately scale
a physicalization at different levels, in particular if this is hand
crafted. While some of this might be familiar to experienced de-
signers, the impact of (thought to be) small changes was surprising.
We also argue not to forget that proportional scaling is not always
feasible from a construction standpoint, as physical forces do not
scale linearly or material construction methods might not scale up.

Secondly, as our findings indicate, different designs (representa-
tion choices) are probably best experienced at particular scale – a
good physicalization at architectural scale is different from one in
handheld size. Thus, design and scale should not be independent
decisions. When deciding on scale, the designer should consider
the affordances for viewing, manipulation and navigation, which
are different at different scale, as well as whether scale contributes
to the meaning being conveyed or helps to convey it more eas-
ily, providing ‘extra value’ beyond the wow-factor. If scale is an
integral design aspect, then it might in fact be almost impossible
to do a comparative study on the impact of scale (since each size
version might have different affordances and add more or less to the
meaning conveyed, or enable more detailed reading of data items
versus an overview of trends) – but it was only by reflecting on
the outcomes of our study presented here, that these factors and
difficulties were revealed. We hope this reflection and our insights
to be useful for practicing designers of data physicalizations as well
as for researchers in this field, and to inspire and inform further
work on the role of scale and size in physicalization.
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